See more ideas about bronte sisters, charlotte bronte, jane eyre. You'll love this edition of Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte from 1886. This is a gorgeous book. The cover is absolutely beautiful. And then to have it contain such a classic story. What a bonus! "Charlotte Bronte's moving masterpiece" the novel that has been "teaching true strength of character for generations" (The Guardian). Charlotte Bronte. This book was originally published prior to 1923, and represents a reproduction of an important historical work, maintaining the same format as the original work. The Brontës - Books and Reading by the Brontë Sisters and other members of the Brontë Family (Authors, etc. A-Z - Appendices - Abbreviations - Index) -- Brontë Links (Websites - E-texts - Criticism). The Brontës.net. It is possible that such a family could exist anywhere in England without so remarkable a constellation of genius being famous in their locality, at least?®The Critic, 1849. What®s new? Books and Reading: Authors [Titles, &c.]